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Abstract
Morphological analysis is a crucial component of several natural language processing tasks,
especially for languages with a highly productive morphology, where stipulating a full lexicon of surface forms is not feasible. This paper describes HAMSAH (HAifa Morphological
System for Analyzing Hebrew), a morphological processor for Modern Hebrew, based on
finite-state linguistically motivated rules and a broad coverage lexicon. The set of rules
comprehensively covers the morphological, morpho-phonological and orthographic phenomena that are observable in contemporary Hebrew texts. Reliance on finite-state technology facilitates the construction of a highly efficient, completely bidirectional system for
analysis and generation.

1 Introduction
Morphological analysis is a crucial component of most natural language processing
(NLP) systems. Whether the goal of an application is information retrieval, question answering or machine translation, NLP applications must be aware of word
structure. For some languages and for some applications, simply stipulating a list
of surface forms is a viable option; this is not the case for languages with complex
morphology, in particular Hebrew, both because of the huge number of potential
forms and because of the complete inability of such an approach to handle out-oflexicon items. The number of such items in Hebrew is significantly larger than in
many European languages due to the combination of prefix particles with openclass words such as proper names. An alternative solution would be a dedicated
morphological analyzer, implementing the morphological and orthographic rules of
the language.
Existing morphological analyzers of Hebrew are limited (see section 1.2). The
lack of good morphological analysis and disambiguation systems for Hebrew is reported as one of the main bottlenecks of a Hebrew to English machine translation
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system (Lavie et al., 2004). In this work we present HAMSAH (HAifa Morphological System for Analyzing Hebrew), a morphological processor for Modern Hebrew,
based on finite-state linguistically motivated rules and a broad coverage lexicon.
The contribution of our system is manyfold:
• HAMSAH is the broadest-coverage and most accurate publicly available morphological analyzer of Modern Hebrew. It is based on a lexicon of over 20,000
entries, which is constantly being updated and expanded, and its set of rules
covers all the morphological, morpho-phonological and orthographic phenomena observed in contemporary Hebrew texts.
• The system is fully reversible: it can be used both for analysis and for generation.
• Due to the use of finite-state technology, the system is highly efficient. Its
compiled size is approximately 4Mb and analysis speed is between 50 and 100
words per second.
• Morphological knowledge is expressed through linguistically motivated rules.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first formal grammar for the morphology of Modern Hebrew.
The remainder of this section illustrates the main aspects of Hebrew morphology
and briefly reviews finite-state technology, and in particular the XFST system that
was used for this work. Section 2 describes the lexicon and section 3 the morphological grammar. The system is evaluated in section 4 and we conclude with directions
for future work.
1.1 Hebrew morphology: the challenge
Hebrew, like other Semitic languages, has a rich and complex morphology. The
major word formation machinery is root-and-pattern, where roots are sequences of
three (typically) or more consonants, called radicals, and patterns are sequences of
vowels and, sometimes, also consonants, with “slots” into which the root’s consonants are inserted. Inflectional morphology is highly productive and consists mostly
of suffixes, but sometimes of prefixes or circumfixes.
As an example of root-and-pattern morphology, consider the Hebrew1 roots g.d.l
and r.e.m and the patterns hCCCh and CiCwC, where the ‘C’s indicate the slots.
When the roots combine with these patterns the resulting lexemes are hgdlh, gidwl,
hremh, riewm, respectively. After the root combines with the pattern, some morphophonological alternations take place, which may be non-trivial: for example, the
1
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htCCCwt pattern triggers assimilation when the first consonant of the root is t or
d: thus, d.r.e+htCCCwt yields hdrewt. The same pattern triggers metathesis when
the first radical is s or e: s.d.r+htCCCwt yields hstdrwt rather than the expected
htsdrwt. Frequently, root consonants such as w or i are altogether missing from
the resulting form. Other weak paradigms include roots whose first radical is n and
roots whose second and third radicals are identical. Thus, the roots q.w.m, g.n.n,
n.p.l and i.c.g, when combining with the hCCCh pattern, yield the seemingly similar
lexemes hqmh, hgnh, hplh and hcgh, respectively.
The combination of a root with a pattern produces a base (or a lexeme), which
can then be inflected in various forms. Nouns, adjectives and numerals inflect for
number (singular, plural and, in rare cases, also dual) and gender (masculine or
feminine). In addition, all these three types of nominals have two phonologically
distinct forms, known as the absolute and construct states. Unfortunately, in the
standard orthography approximately half of the nominals appear to have identical
forms in both states, a fact which substantially increases the ambiguity. In addition, nominals take pronominal suffixes which are interpreted as possessives. These
inflect for number, gender and person: spr+h→sprh “her book”, spr+km→sprkm
“your book”, etc. As expected, these processes involve certain morphological alternations, as in mlkh+h→mlkth “her queen”, mlkh+km→mlktkm “your queen”.
Verbs inflect for number, gender and person (first, second and third) and also for
a combination of tense and aspect, which is traditionally analyzed as having the
values past, present, future, imperative and infinite. Verbs can also take pronominal
suffixes, which in this case are interpreted as direct objects, but such constructions
are rare in contemporary Hebrew of the registers we are interested in.
These matters are complicated further due to two sources: first, the standard
Hebrew orthography leaves most of the vowels unspecified. It does not explicate [a]
and [e], does not distinguish between [o] and [u] and leaves many of the [i] vowels
unspecified. Furthermore, the single letter w is used both for the vowels [o] and
[u] and for the consonant [v], whereas  i is similarly used both for the vowel [i]
and for the consonant [y]. On top of that, the script dictates that many particles,
including four of the most frequent prepositions (b “in”, k “as”, l “to” and m
“from”), the definite article h “the”, the coordinating conjunction w “and” and
some subordinating conjunctions (such as e “that” and ke “when”), all attach to
the words which immediately follow them. Thus, a form such as ebth can be read
as a lexeme (the verb “capture”, third person singular feminine past), as e+bth
“that+field”, e+b+th “that+in+tea”, ebt+h “her sitting” or even as e+bt+h “that
her daughter”. When a definite nominal is prefixed by one of the prepositions b, k
or l, the definite article h is assimilated with the preposition and the resulting form
becomes ambiguous as to whether or not it is definite: bth can be read either as
b+th “in tea” or as b+h+th “in the tea”.
An added complexity stems from the fact that there exist two main standards for
the Hebrew script: one in which vocalization diacritics, known as niqqud “dots”,
decorate the words, and another in which the dots are missing, and other characters
represent some, but not all of the vowels. Most of the texts in Hebrew are of the
latter kind; unfortunately, different authors use different conventions for the undot-
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ted script. Thus, the same word can be written in more than one way, sometimes
even within the same document, again adding to the ambiguity.
1.2 Related work
Several morphological processors of Hebrew have been proposed (Choueka, 1980;
Choueka, 1990; Ornan and Kazatski, 1986; Bentur et al., 1992; Segal, 1997); see a
survey in (Wintner, 2004). Most of them are proprietary and hence cannot be fully
evaluated. Compared to the only publicly available system (Segal, 1997), our rules
are probably similar in coverage but our lexicon is significantly larger. HAMSAH
also supports non-standard spellings which are excluded from the work of (Segal,
1997). See section 4 for a comparison of the two systems.
The main limitation of most existing approaches is that they are ad-hoc: the rules
that govern word formation and inflection are only implicit in such systems, usually
intertwined with control structures and general code. This makes the maintenance
of such systems difficult: corrections, modifications and extensions of the lexicon
are nearly impossible. An additional drawback is that all existing systems can be
used for analysis but not for generation.
Finite-state technology (Kaplan and Kay, 1994; Roche and Schabes, 1997) solves
the three problems elegantly. It provides a language of extended regular expressions
which can be used to define very natural linguistically motivated grammar rules.
Such expressions can then be compiled into finite-state networks (automata and
transducers), to which efficient algorithms can be applied to implement both analysis and generation. Using this methodology, a computational linguist can design
rules which closely follow standard linguistic notation, and automatically obtain a
highly efficient morphological processor.
While the original Two-Level formulation (Koskenniemi, 1983) of finite-state
technology for morphology was not particularly well suited to Semitic languages
(Lavie et al., 1988), modifications of the Two-Level paradigm and more advanced
finite-state implementations have been applied successfully to a variety of Semitic
languages, including Ancient Akkadian (Kataja and Koskenniemi, 1988), Syriac
(Kiraz, 2000) and Arabic. In a number of works, Beesley (1996; 1998; 2001) describes a finite-state morphological analyzer of Modern Standard Arabic which
handles both inflectional and derivational morphology, including interdigitation.
We conclude that finite-state technology is indeed suitable for encoding Hebrew
morphology.
1.3 Finite-state technology
In this work we use XFST (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003), an extended regular
expression language augmented by a sophisticated implementation of several finitestate algorithms, which can be used to compactly store and process very large-scale
networks. XFST grammars define a binary relation (a transduction) on sets of
strings: a grammar maps each member of a (possibly infinite) set of strings, known
as the surface, or lower language, to a set of strings (the lexical, or upper language).
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The idea is that the surface language defines all and only the grammatical words in
the language; and each grammatical word is associated with a set of lexical strings
which constitutes its analyses. As an example, the surface string  ebth may
be associated by the grammar with the set of lexical strings, or analyses, depicted
in figure 1.
[+verb][+id]9430[+base]ebt[+root]ebt[+binyan]+Pa’al[+agr]+3p/F/Sg[+tense]+past
[+verb][+id]1541[+base]ebh[+root]ebh[+binyan]+Pa’al[+agr]+3p/F/Sg[+tense]+past
[+conj]e[+prep]b[+noun][+id]19804[+base]th[+gender]+M[+number]+Sg[+construct]+true
[+conj]e[+prep]b[+noun][+id]19804[+base]th[+gender]+M[+number]+Sg[+construct]+false
[+conj]e[+prep]b[+defArt][+noun][+id]19804[+base]th[+gender]+M[+number]+Sg[+construct]+false
[+conj]e[+noun][+id]19130[+base]bth[+gender]+F[+number]+Sg[+construct]+false
[+conj]e[+noun][+id]1379[+base]bt[+gender]+F[+number]+Sg[+construct]+false[+poss]+3p/F/Sg
[+noun][+id]17280[+base]ebt[+gender]+F[+number]+Sg[+construct]+false[+poss]+3p/F/Sg

Fig. 1. The analyses of the surface string

 ebth

XFST enables the definition of variables, whose values, or denotations, are sets
of strings, or languages. Grammars can set and use those variables by applying a
variety of operators. For example, the concatenation operator (implied by specifying two expressions in a sequence) can be used to concatenate two languages: the
expression ‘A B’ denotes the set of strings obtained by concatenating the strings in
A with the strings in B. Similarly, the operator ‘|’ denotes set union, ‘&’ denotes intersection, ‘~’ set complement, ‘-’ set difference and ‘*’ Kleene closure; ‘$A’ denotes
the set of strings containing at least one instance of a string from A as a substring.
The empty string is denoted by ‘0’ and ‘?’ stands for any alphabet symbol. Square
brackets are used for bracketing.
In addition to sets of strings, XFST enables the definition of binary relations over
such sets. By default, every set is interpreted as the identity relation, whereby each
string is mapped to itself. But relations can be explicitly defined using a variety of
operators. The ‘.x.’ operator denotes cross product: the expression ‘A.x.B’ denotes
the relation in which each string in A is mapped to each string in B. An extremely
useful operation is composition: denoted by ‘.o.’, it takes two relations, A and B,
and produces a new relation of pairs (a, c) such that there exists some b that (a, b)
is a member of A and (b, c) is a member of B.
Finally, XFST also provides several replace rules. Expressions of the form
‘A->B || L _ R’ denote the relation obtained by replacing strings from A by strings
from B, whenever the former occur in the context of strings from L on the left and R
on the right. Each of the context markers L and R can be replaced by the special symbol ‘.#.’, indicating a word boundary;2 each context marker can be omitted when
the context is unconstrained. For example, the expression ‘[h]->[t] || _ .#.’
replaces occurrences of ‘h’ by ‘t’ whenever the former occurs before the end of a
word. Composing this example rule on an (identity) relation whose strings are various words results in replacing final h with final t in all the words, not affecting the
other strings in the relation.
2

The usage of boundary symbols is actually more liberal: they can occur at the far left
side of any left context and at the far right side of any right context.
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XFST supports diverse alphabets. In particular, it supports UTF-8 encoding,
which we use for Hebrew (although subsequent examples use a transliteration to
facilitate readability). Also, the alphabet can include multi-character symbols; in
other words, one can define alphabet symbols which consist of several (print) characters, e.g., ‘number’ or ‘tense’. This comes in handy when tags are defined, see
below. Characters with special meaning (such as ‘+’ or ‘[’) can be escaped using
the symbol ‘%’. For example, the symbol ‘%+’ is a literal plus sign.
Programming in XFST is different from programming in high level languages.
While XFST rules are very expressive, and enable a true implementation of some
linguistic phenomena, it is frequently necessary to specify, within the rules, information that is used mainly for “book-keeping”. Due to the limited memory of
finite-state networks, such information is encoded in tags, which are multi-character
symbols attached to strings. These tags can be manipulated by the rules and thus
propagate information among rules. For example, nouns are specified for number,
and the number feature is expressed as a concatenation of the tag number with the
multi-character symbol +singular or +plural. Rules which apply to plural nouns
only can use this information: if nouns is an XFST variable denoting the set of
all nouns, then the expression $[number %+plural] .o. nouns denotes only the
plural nouns. Once all linguistic processing is complete, “book-keeping” tags can
be erased by a replace rule which maps them to 0.
2 The lexicon
HAMSAH consists of two main components: a lexicon, represented in Extensible
Markup Language (XML), and a set of finite-state rules (section 3), implemented
in XFST. The use of XML supports standardization, allows a format that is both
human and machine readable, and supports interoperability with other applications.
For compatibility with the rules, the lexicon is automatically converted to XFST
by a dedicated program.
The lexicon (Itai et al., 2006) is a list of lexical entries, each with a base (citation)
form and a unique id. The base form of nouns and adjectives is the absolute singular
masculine, and for verbs it is the third person singular masculine, past tense. The
choice of the base form is natural: first, these forms are the traditional citation
forms used in standard dictionaries; more importantly, these also happen to be
the ‘zero’ inflected forms. For example, the feminine and plural forms of adjectives
can all be obtained from the singular masculine (citation) form by concatenation.
The base form is listed in dotted and undotted script as well as using a one-to-one
Latin transliteration. Figure 2 depicts the lexical entry of the word bli “without”.
In subsequent examples we retain only the transliteration forms and suppress the
Hebrew ones.
In addition to the citation form and a unique ID, each lexicon item is specified
for a major part of speech (POS) category, and sometimes for a subcategory. The
choice of categories (and features) is inspired by existing standards (Ide et al., 2003)
but, following (Wynne, 2005), is consistent with traditional descriptions of Hebrew
which are common in dictionaries and textbooks. Depending on the category, the
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id="4917" translit="bli" undotted="
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Fig. 2. The lexical entry of bli “without”

lexicon specifies morpho-syntactic features (such as gender or number), which can
later be used by parsers and other applications. It also lists several lexical properties
which are specifically targeted at morphological analysis, such as non-default or
idiosyncratic behavior.
A typical example is the feminine suffix of adjectives, which can be one of h,
it or t, and cannot be predicted from the base form. Adjectives inflect regularly,
with few exceptions. Their citation form is the absolute singular masculine, which
is used to generate the entire paradigm. Figure 3 lists the lexicon entry of the
adjective yilai “supreme”: its feminine form is obtained by adding the t suffix
(hence feminine="t"). Other features, such as the plural suffix, are determined by
default. This lexicon entry is used by the morphological analyzer to generate the
entire paradigm of the lexeme, including the feminine singular yilait, the masculine
plural yilaiim, the feminine plural yilaiwt etc.
<item id="13852" translit="yilai">
<adjective feminine="t" />
</item>
Fig. 3. The lexical entry of yilai “supreme”

Similarly, the citation form of nouns is the absolute singular masculine form.
Hebrew has grammatical gender, and the gender of nouns that denote animate
entities coincides with their natural gender. The lexicon specifies the feminine suffix
via the feminine attribute. Nouns regularly inflect for number, but some nouns have
only a plural or only a singular form. The plural suffix (im for masculine, wt for
feminine by default) is specified through the plural attribute. Figure 4 demonstrates
a masculine noun with an irregular plural suffix, wt.
<item id="5044" translit="ewlxn">
<noun gender="masculine" number="singular" plural="wt" />
</item>
Fig. 4. The lexical entry of the noun ewlxn “table”

Closed-class words are listed in the lexicon in a similar manner, where the specific
category determines which attributes are associated with the citation form. For
example, some adverbs inflect for person, number and gender (e.g., lav “slowly”),
so this is indicated in the lexicon. The lexicon also specifies the person, number and
gender of pronouns, the type of proper names (location, person, organization), etc.
The lexical representation of verbs is more involved. For verbs, the lexicon stores
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two main pieces of information: a root and an inflection pattern (IP). The latter is
a combination of the traditional binyan with some information about peculiarities
of the inflectional paradigm of verbs in this binyan. Such information is required
because of some arbitrariness in the way verbs inflect, even in the regular patterns.
For example, the second person singular masculine future form of the roots p.s.l and
e.k.b in the first binyan (pa’al) is tipswl and tiekb, respectively. Note the additional
‘w’ in the first form which is missing in the second: both roots are regular, and such
information must be encoded in the lexicon to indicate the different inflected forms.
Inflection patterns are simply numbers, each referring to a paradigm of inflection.
It is instructive to think of inflection patterns as collapsing together several of the
‘rows’ in traditional verb paradigm tables such as (Barkali, 1962) or (Zdaqa, 1974).
When the lexicon is converted from XML to XFST (see below), information on root
and IP is combined to generate the various inflection bases, which are later used by
the grammar to generate the complete inflection paradigm. An abbreviated lexical
entry of a verb is exemplified in figure 5.
<item id="7278" script="formal" translit="psq">
<verb inflectionPattern="1" root="psq"/>
</item>
Fig. 5. The lexical entry of the verb psq “stop”

Irregularities and variation can be expressed directly in the lexicon, in the form
of additional or alternative lexical entries. This is facilitated through the use of
three optional XML elements in lexicon items: add, replace and remove. For example, the noun chriim “noon” is also commonly spelled chrim, so the additional
spelling is specified in the lexicon, along with the standard spelling, using add. As
another example, consider Segolate nouns3 such as cwrk “need”. Its plural form is
crkim rather than the default cwrkim; such stem changing behavior is specified in
the lexicon using replace. Finally, it is sometimes required to prevent part of the
inflectional paradigm of words from being generated. For example, the verb nhnh
“enjoy” does not have imperative inflections, which are generated by default for all
verbs. To prevent the default behavior, the superfluous forms are removed.
The processing of irregular lexicon entries requires some explanation. Lexicon
items containing add, remove and replace elements are included in the general
lexicon without the add, remove and replace elements, which are listed in special
lexicons. The general lexicon is used to build a basic morphological finite-state
network. Additional networks are built using the same set of rules for the add, remove and replace lexicons. The final network is obtained by subtracting the remove
network from the general one (using the set difference operator), adding the add
network (using the set union operator), and finally applying priority union with

3

Most Hebrew words have ultimate stress; Segolate nouns are a family of words with
penultimate stress.
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the replace network. This final finite-state network contains only and all the valid
inflected forms.
The lexicon is represented in XML, while the morphological analyzer is implemented in XFST, so the former has to be converted to the latter. In XFST, a lexical
entry is a relation which holds between the surface form of the lemma and a set
of lexical strings. As a surface lemma is processed by the rules, its associated lexical strings are manipulated to reflect the impact of inflectional morphology. The
surface string of XFST lexical entries is the citation form specified in the XML
lexicon. Figure 6 lists the XFST representation of the lexical entry of the word bli,
whose XML representation was listed in figure 2. The lexical entry of the adjective
yilai “supreme”, whose XML representation was listed in figure 3, has the XFST
representation depicted in figure 7. Note that default values (e.g., for the plural
suffix) are expanded in the XFST representation.
[+negation][+id]21542[+undotted]

[+translit]bli

Fig. 6. The lexicon entry of bli in XFST

[+adjective][+id]13852[+undotted] {[+translit]yilai
[+gender]+masculine[+number]+singular[+feminine]+t[+plural]+im
Fig. 7. The lexicon entry of yilai in XFST

The conversion of XML to XFST is more involved for verbs than for other categories. Recall that the lexicon specifies for each verb a root and an inflection pattern.
Out of this information, the conversion script generates five inflection bases, one for
each tense. This is illustrated in figure 8. Note in particular that this takes care of
interdigitation, the morphological process of intertwining the root consonants with
the pattern. Given these bases, verb inflection is purely concatenative.
[+verb][+id]7278[+translit]psq[+root]psq[+binyan]%+Pa’al[+inflectionPattern]1
.x.
[+ip1][+participle]pswq[+past]psq[+present]pwsq[+future]pswq[+imperative]pswq
Fig. 8. The lexicon entry of the verb psq in XFST

The lexicon was initially populated with a small number of words (about 200)
used for development of the morphological analyzer. Then, about 3000 nouns and
adjectives were automatically acquired from the HSpell lexicon (Har’El and Kenigsberg, 2004). The base forms of HSpell were taken directly, whereas features reflecting the morphological behavior of those forms were converted from the internal
representation of HSpell to the XML format discussed above. Over 3500 verbs were
added by typing in the roots and inflection patterns of (Zdaqa, 1974). Remaining
entries were added manually by a lexicographer using a graphical user interface
specifically developed for this purpose. This process is still ongoing, although we
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currently focus mainly on proper names. Over 13,000 of the entries in the lexicon are
dotted (vocalized), and we continue to add dotted forms to the remaining entries.
Table 1 lists the number of words in the lexicon by main part of speech.
Noun
10,294
Verb
4,479
Proper name
4,192
Adjective
1,637
Adverb
358
Quantifier
134
Total:

Preposition
Conjunction
Pronoun
Interjection
Interrogative
Negation
21,379

101
67
62
40
9
61

Table 1. Size of the lexicon by main part of speech

3 Morphological and orthographic rules
This section discusses the set of rules which constitute the morphological grammar,
i.e., the implementation of linguistic structures in XFST. The grammar includes
hundreds of rules; only a small sample is presented, exemplifying the principles
that govern the overall organization of the grammar. The linguistic information
was collected from several sources (Barkali, 1962; Zdaqa, 1974; Alon, 1995; Cohen,
1996; Schwarzwald, 2001; Schwarzwald, 2002; Ornan, 2003).
The grammar consists of specific rules for every part of speech category, which
are applied to the appropriate lexicons. For each category, a variable is defined
whose denotation is the set of all lexical entries of that category. Combined with
the category-specific rules, a morphological grammar for every category (not including idiosyncrasies) is obtained. These grammars are too verbose on the lexical
side, as they contain all the information that was listed in the lexicon, as well as
“book-keeping” tags. Filters are therefore applied to the lexical side to remove the
unneeded information.
The rules support surface forms that are made of zero or more prefix particles,
followed by a (possibly inflected) lexicon item. Figure 9 depicts the high-level organization of the grammar (recall from section 1.3 that ‘.o.’ denotes composition
whereas concatenation is denoted by a space). The variable inflectedWord denotes
a union of all the possible inflections of the entire lexicon. Similarly, prefixes is the
set of all the possible sequences of prefixes. When the two are concatenated, they
yield a language of all possible surface forms, vastly over-generating. On the upper
side of this language a prefix particle filter is composed, which enforces linguistically motivated constraints on the possible combinations of prefixes with (inflected)
stems. On top of this another filter, tagAffixesFilter, is composed, which handles “cosmetic” changes, such as removing “book-keeping” tags. A similar filter
(removeTagsFilter) is applied to the the lower side of the network.
As mentioned above, the variable inflectedWord denotes the entire language of
(possibly inflected) lexical items, each paired with its analysis. This is obtained by
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tagAffixesFilter
.o.
prefixesFilters
.o.
[ prefixes inflectedWord ]
.o.
removeTagsFilter
Fig. 9. A high level view of the analyzer

a union of the various category-specific networks. We now take a closer look into
some of these networks. For simplicity, we begin with adjectives, whose inflectional
paradigm is relatively regular.
First, the variable msAdj is defined, by selecting from the entire adjective lexicon
only those items whose gender is either masculine or masculine and feminine,
and whose number is singular, as in figure 10.
define msAdj [
$[%+gender [%+masculine| %+masculine% and% feminine]]
.o.
$[%+number %+singular]
.o.
adjective
];
Fig. 10. Masculine singular adjectives

The variable msAdj is now the basis for generating the entire inflectional
paradigm of adjectives. The generation of plural forms is exemplified in figure 11.
On top of the msAdj network, a replace rule changes the value of number from
singular to plural; on the lower side of the network (corresponding to surface
strings), the letter h (the value of the variable HE) is elided when it is word final
(i.e., preceding the end of word position, denoted by .#.); then, the plural suffix
im (YOD FINALMEM) is concatenated to the lower side.
define pluralIMAdjective [
[ [ %+plural <- %+singular || %+number _ ]
.o.
msAdj
.o.
[ HE -> 0 || _ .#. ]
] [0 .x. [ YOD FINALMEM ]]
];
Fig. 11. Masculine plural adjectives
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In a similar way, the feminine singular form of adjectives is generated from the
masculine singular by adding a suffix, either h, it or t (figure 12). A replace rule
which changes the gender to feminine is composed on top of the union of three
networks, each dealing with one of the three possible feminine suffixes of adjectives.
Consider the network sufT: it first selects, from all the masculine singular adjectives,
those whose feminine attribute is t; and then concatenates t (TAV) to the end of the
surface string. Similarly, the network sufH adds an h suffix but takes care to elide a
final h if the masculine form happens to end in it. It should now be easy to see how
the entire adjective paradigm, including feminine plural, construct state and forms
with attached pronominal suffixes are generated from the basic forms. The rules
are varied, but they are a true implementation of the morphological phenomena.
define fsAdj [
[ %+feminine <- ? || %+gender _ ] .o. [ sufH | sufT | sufIT ]
];
define sufT [
[ $[%+feminine %+t] .o. msAdj ] [ 0 .x. [TAV] ]
];
define sufH [
[ [ $[%+feminine %+h] .o. msAdj ] [ 0 .x. addedHE ] ]
.o. [ addedHE -> 0 || HE _ .#. ]
.o. [ addedHE -> HE ]
];
Fig. 12. Feminine singular adjectives

The same holds for nouns, which are demonstrated using one of the more complicated cases, namely the wt plural suffix (figure 13). This example should best be
read from the center: the plural inflection of nouns is based on the singular form,
hence the use of the variable noun, denoting the entire noun lexicon; on top of it, a
filter is applied which selects only those nouns whose number is singular; and on
top of that, another filter selecting those singular nouns whose plural attribute is
wt. Finally, a replace rule changes the value of the number attribute from singular
to plural.
On the lower side some conditional alternations are performed before the suffix is
added. The first alternation rule replaces iih with ih at the end of a word, ensuring
that nouns written with a spurious i such as eniih “second” are properly inflected
as eniwt “seconds” rather than eniiwt. The second alternation rule removes a final
t to ensure that a singular noun such as meait “truck” is properly construed as
meaiwt (rather than meaitwt). The third ensures that nouns ending in wt such
as smkwt “authority” are properly inflected as smkwiwt (rather than smkwtwt).
Finally, a final h or t is removed by the fourth rule, and subsequently the plural
suffix is concatenated.
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define pluralWTNoun [
[
[ %+plural <- %+singular || %+number _ ]
.o. $[%+plural %+wt]
.o. $[%+number %+singular]
.o. noun
.o. [ YOD YOD HE -> YOD HE || _ .#. ]
.o. [ YOD TAV -> YOD || _ .#. ]
.o. [ VAV TAV -> VAV YOD || _ .#. ]
.o. [ [HE|TAV] -> 0 || _ .#. ]
] [ 0 .x. [VAV TAV] ]
];
Fig. 13. Plural nouns with wt suffix

The most complicated part of the grammar is the one that handles verbs, of
course. Recall that the XFST representation of verbs has a dedicated inflection
base for each tense (figure 8). In addition, the inflection pattern (IP) of the verb
is specified. The IP defines which rules are applied to the verb. Since the inflection
base is given, the task of the rules is relatively simple.
As an example, consider the simple case of the regular verb psq “stop”, whose
past tense inflection base is psq. To generate the first person singular form, the rule
of figure 14 is used. The variable pastBase denotes the past tense verbs; on top
of it, a replace rule sets the value of the pgn (person/gender/number) attribute to
1p/MF/Sg; and on the lower side, the suffix ti (TAV YOD) is concatenated. Applying
this rule to psq yields psqti.
define ip1Past1pMFSg [
[
[ %+1p%/MF%/Sg <- ? || %+pgn _ ]
.o.
pastBase
] [ 0 .x. [ TAV YOD ] ]
];
Fig. 14. First person singular past, verbs of IP 1

Consider now a verb of some weak paradigm, e.g., rch “want”. Its IP is 13, which
triggers a different rule for the same combination of person, number, gender and
tense. This rule is depicted in figure 15. Note how the final h of the base is changed
to i before the suffix is added, yielding rciti (rather than rchti) as the first person
singular past form. Other weak roots are handled in the same manner, through
dedicated inflection rules for each IP.
Finally, the grammar also includes rules which govern the possible combinations
of prefix particles and the words they combine with. While there are only a handful
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define ip13Past1pMFSg [
[
[ %+1p%/MF%/Sg <- ? || %+pgn _ ]
.o.
pastBase
.o.
[HE -> YOD || _ .#.]
.o.
[TAV -> 0 || _ .#.]
] [ 0 .x. [ TAV YOD ] ]
];
Fig. 15. First person singular past, verbs of IP 13

of such particles, they combine with each other in intricate ways. The rules that
govern such combinations, as well as the constraints on the combination of prefixes
with stems, are basically syntactic, since most of the prefixes are syntactically
independent words. Figure 16 depicts the grammar fragment which determines the
valid sequences of prefixes (where parentheses denote optionality). It handles the
coordinating conjunction w (conVAV), the subordinating conjunctions e, ke, me,
lke, the prepositions b, l, k and m, the definitie article h and the adverbial k.
define prefixalParticles [
[
(conVAV)
(subConOrRelSHIN)
(tempSubConKAFSHIN|tempSubConMEMSHIN|tempSubConLAMEDKAFSHIN)
([[prepBET|prepLAMED|prepKAF] ([definiteArticleTag:0])] |
[prepMEM (defArtHE)] |
[defArtHE])
(adverbKAF)
]
];
Fig. 16. A grammar of prefix sequences

4 Evaluation
The analyzer is routinely tested on a variety of texts, and tokens with zero analyses
are inspected manually. A systematic evaluation of the quality of the analyzer is
difficult due to several reasons. First, there exist very few annotated corpora of
Hebrew which can be used for evaluation (Wintner, 2004; Wintner and Yona, 2003);
and the few that exist were used for the development of the grammar (as well as for
the development of other analyzers, notably (Segal, 1997)). Second, HAMSAH is the
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first morphological analyzer of Hebrew whose output is standardized (Wintner and
Yona, 2003); the format of other analyzers is different, and an automatic comparison
of the output of two systems is problematic. Finally, since the grammar produces all
the analyses of any given form, it is very difficult for a human annotator to detect
omissions (under-generation): sometimes the analyses produced by the system are
very plausible, whereas a rare, non-prominent analysis is missing. We therefore
refrain from providing common evaluation measures such as precision and recall.
In light of the difficulties, we conducted a small-scale evaluation experiment to
test the coverage and accuracy of the output of the analyzer and to compare it to
the previous state-of-the-art (Segal, 1997). We selected five documents from four
sections of the Hebrew daily newspaper HaAretz4 (two from News, and one each
from Economy, Sports and Leisure); we then selected the first 200 tokens of each
of the documents, and analyzed them using HAMSAH and using the analyzer of
Segal (1997). This yielded a small corpus of 1000 tokens, 658 types. Two human
annotators manually inspected the outputs and indicated missing as well as spurious analyses in each of the systems. Differences between the annotators were
consolidated so that a consensus was reached.
Both of the systems are capable of producing a proper name analysis for outof-lexicon items; in most cases, this analysis is correct. Both systems also attempt
to separate potential prefixes from forms which obtain no analysis, and to produce
more than one proper name analysis. For example, the token windzwr “Windsor”
is not included in the lexicon of either system; both therefore produce two analyses
for this token, the proper name windzwr and the coordinating conjunction followed
by a proper name: w-indzwr. When the proper name reading is correct, it is counted
as a successful analysis; spurious proper name readings (as in the case of windzwr)
are counted as spurious analyses.
The results of this evaluation are summarized in table 2. We report, for each of
the systems, the number of missing analyses (here, a single token with k missing
analyses contributes k to the sum); the number of tokens with missing analyses
(here, a single token with k missing analyses contributes 1 to the count); the number
of spurious analyses; and the number of tokens with spurious analyses.

Number of missing analyses
Tokens with missing analyses
Number of spurious analyses
Tokens with missing analyses

HAMSAH
119
81
56
45

Segal (1997)
401
226
135
97

Table 2. Evaluation experiments on 1000 tokens, 658 types
As the data show, approximately 12% of the tokens are problematic (have missing
or spurious analyses). A careful error analysis reveals that the majority of the
missing analyses can be attributed to missing lexical entries, mostly proper names;
4

HaAretz, http://www.haaretz.co.il, April 21st, 2006.
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the remaining omissions are due to a small number of rules which can be easily
corrected. As for spurious analyses, most of those are also due to lexical omissions:
when the analyzer cannot produce an analysis for a given form, a proper name is
output, which in many cases is a wrong analysis (and is counted as a spurious one).
The rules themselves do not over-generate.
5 Conclusion
We described HAMSAH, a broad-coverage finite-state grammar of Modern Hebrew,
consisting of two main components: a lexicon and a set of rules. The current underlying lexicon includes over 20,000 items. The average number of inflected forms for
a lexicon item is 33 (not including prefix sequences). Due to the use of finite-state
technology, the grammar can be used for generation or for analysis. It induces a
very efficient morphological analyzer: in practice, over eighty words per second can
be analyzed on a contemporary workstation. A web-based interface to the system
is available for demonstrating the capabilities of the analyzer, and it has been used
extensively since it came on-line (an average of 1114 hits per month in the first
three months of 2006). To exemplify the output of the system, figure 17 depicts the
analyses obtained for the words    . HAMSAH is now used for
a number of projects, including a front end for a cross-lingual information retrieval
system and a Hebrew to English machine translation system (Lavie et al., 2004).

Fig. 17. The analyses of

   

In addition to maintenance and expansion of the lexicon, we intend to extend
this work in three main directions. First, we are interested in automatic methods
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for expanding the lexicon, especially for named entities. Currently, the analyzer is
capable of stripping potential prefixes off surface forms, thereby proposing more
than one option for a proper name analysis of out-of-lexicon words. We believe that
such proposals can be the basis of a lexicon expansion procedure: proper names are
not inflected, but they do combine with prefixes. It should therefore be possible to
use un-annotated corpora for verifying whether a proposed form is indeed a proper
name. For example, consider the form windzwr discussed in the previous section.
The analyzer currently produces two possible proper name readings for it, namely
windzwr and indzwr. Searching a Hebrew corpus is likely to reveal forms such as
bwindzwr “in Windsor” or lwindzwr “to Windsor”, but not bindzwr or lindzwr.
This indicates that windzwr is a more likely analysis than w+indzwr.
Second, we would like to improve the handling of multi-word tokens. These are
lexical units which consist of more than one token, and recent studies in several
languages reveal that they are highly common in all types of texts. In Hebrew, such
tokens interact with the peculiarities of the orthography and the complexity of the
morphology and pose a real challenge for lexical representation and computational
analysis. We hope to address these issues in the future.
Finally, we are currently working on a disambiguation module which will rank the
analyses produced by the grammar according to context-dependent criteria. Existing works on part of speech tagging and morphological disambiguation in Hebrew
(Segal, 1999; Adler, 2004; Bar-Haim, 2005; Bar-Haim et al., 2005) leave much room
for further research. Incorporating state-of-the-art machine learning techniques for
morphological disambiguation to the output produced by the analyzer will generate
an optimal system which is broad-coverage, effective and accurate.
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